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Documentary Films Book
An updated edition of the classic filmmaker's handbook discusses each step in creating
documentaries from conception to final film, and offers advice on capturing human
behavior and recreating past events, with new advice on how to get started in the field,
an expanded section on researching and developing a project, and updated resources.
Original. 15,000 first printing.
Documentary film festivals do more than provide a venue for watching films: they have
the potential to foster critical thinking, especially toward mainstream media. The film
festivals discussed in this book also help build a sense of community locally, as well as
promote solidarity with people involved in struggles for social justice and ecological
integrity around the world. Documentaries by independent filmmakers reveal stories
ignored by mass media, stories at times tragic but more often than not inspiring. It can
be said that documentary film festivals create a public space for citizens to listen
together and to become informed on current issues in greater depth than newscast
bulletins offer. This book shows how documentary films create a liminal space with
transformative potential, a space that challenges assumptions, supports the
development of empathy, and often stimulates engagement and action. In viewing
documentaries together and engaging in critical reflection and dialogue, citizens can
imagine alternative possibilities and consider solutions. Documentary Film Festivals:
Transformative Learning, Community Building & Solidarity offers the voices of
attendees, sponsors, and organizers who shared their thoughts and experiences of
documentary film festivals and the impact on their views and engagement. Activists and
organizers of various social movements who are seeking ways to inform and inspire will
see evidence in this text that documentary film festivals are a means of drawing diverse
audiences, engaging differences and respectfully promoting hope and preferred visions
of the future. Documentary Film Festivals: Transformative Learning, Community
Building & Solidarity includes concrete examples of creative and courageous struggles
that have led to victories often ignored by the media. This book is bound to inspire.
New Nonfiction Film: Art, Poetics and Documentary Theory is the first book to offer a
lengthy examination of the relationship between fiction and documentary from the
perspective of art and poetics. The premise of the book is to propose a new category of
nonfiction film that is distinguished from – as opposed to being conflated with – the
documentary film in its multiple historical guises; a premise explored in case-studies of
films by distinguished artists and filmmakers (Abbas Kiarostami, Ben Rivers, Chantal
Akerman, Ben Russell Pat Collins and Gideon Koppel). The book builds a case for this
new category of film, calling it the 'new nonfiction film,' and argues, in the process, that
this kind of film works to dismantle the old distinctions between fiction and documentary
film and therefore the axioms of Film and Cinema Studies as a discipline of study.
Directing the Documentary, Sixth Edition is the definitive book on the form, offering timetested principles to help you master the craft. Ideal for documentary courses as well as
aspiring and established documentary filmmakers, this book has it all, with in-depth
lessons and insider perspectives on every aspect of preproduction, production, and
postproduction. Focusing on the hands-on work needed to make your concept a reality,
this new edition covers it all, from the fundamental to advanced elements of directing
and more. It includes dozens of projects, practical exercises, and thought-provoking
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questions, and provides best practices for researching and honing your documentary
idea, developing a crew, guiding your team, maintaining control throughout the shoot,
and much more. This new edition features: A two-stage cinematic learning process:
camera observation skills, then advanced storytelling Dozens of real-world exercises
and case studies to demystify production processes and enhance your skills Easy-tocomprehend guidance in the creative, technical, and artistic aspects of directing Fresh
coverage of the latest filmmaking technology Expanded sections on grant writing and
fundraising, emphasizing proposal and pitching skills A self-assessment of your
interviewing skills and expanded coverage of narration-writing A companion website
(www.directingthedocumentary.com) that includes handy production checklists and
forms, updated projects, exercises, and video examples In Directing the Documentary,
Sixth Edition Michael Rabiger combines expert advice on the storytelling process and
technical aspects of documentary filmmaking with sound commentary on the
philosophical underpinnings of the art, providing the practical and holistic understanding
you need to become a highly-regarded, original, and ethical contributor to the genre.
Sir David Attenborough op z'n best: humoristisch, warm en charmant In 1954 kreeg
David Attenborough een geweldig aanbod: hij mocht de wereld rond om zeldzame en
moeilijk te vangen dieren te vinden voor de collectie van de dierentuin in Londen en om
deze expedities voor de BBC te filmen. Het tv-programma Zoo Quest was niet alleen
een begin van een opmerkelijke carrière, maar veranderde ook voorgoed de manier
waarop we naar de natuur keken. Na het succes van de Zoo Quest-expedities reist de
jonge David Attenborough naar andere delen van de wereld, zoals Madagascar en
Australië. Attenborough en zijn team gaan niet alleen op zoek naar zeldzame
diersoorten, maar proberen ook de manier van leven van de verschillende stammen in
deze gebieden vast te leggen. Een manier van leven die nog nooit eerder getoond werd
aan het grote publiek. Van landduikers op Pinkstereiland tot het zingen en dansen van
verschillende stammen in de hooglanden van Nieuw-Guinea. Van een koninklijke
ceremonie in Tonga tot de kunst van het Noordelijk Territorium in Australië. Onderweg
stuit Attenborough op paradijsvogels, kameleons, maki’s, sifaka’s en nog veel meer
unieke dieren. Het zijn reizen die alleen Attenborough kan maken.
Theory of Film Music strives to explain how music functions in film, how it is perceived
by viewers, and which meanings and values it represents in the dramaturgy of a film
work. The book points out the scope of expressive potentials of music in film and
arranges them in systems. It draws upon the knowledge of psychology of perception,
acoustics, aesthetics of music and film, and it explains film music through concepts,
and terms of semiotics. It is concerned with music in relation to film space and time,
music's incorporation in film montage, and music's impressiveness in relation to the
graphic nature of film pictures. It points out the expression and symbolism of individual
historical and genre types of music. Trying to provide a more vivid account of the extent
of theoretically outlined propositions, the book offers more than 200 examples of verbal
description of certain moments in films ranging from the beginnings of the sound film up
to the present. They also manifest typical creative tendencies in the history of film
music. The book is supplemented with score excerpts, analyses, photographs, and
registers.
Documentary productions encompass remarkable representations of surprising
realities. How do documentaries achieve their ends? What types of documentaries are
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there? What factors are implicated in their production? Such questions animate this
engaging study. Documentary Screens is a comprehensive and critical study of the
formal features and histories of central categories of documentary film and television.
Among the categories examined are autobiographical, indigenous and ethnographic
documentary, compilation films, direct cinema and cinema verite and television
documentary journalism. The book also considers recent so-called popular factual
entertainment and the future of documentary film, television and new media. This
provocative and accessible analysis situates wide-ranging examples from each
category within the larger material forces which impact on documentary form and
content. The important connection between form, content and context explored in the
book constitutes a new and lively 'documentary studies' approach to documentary
representation.
Film directors recognize that neurologic disease impacts mind and motility and often
use it in a plot or defining scene. It should be informative and educational to
deconstruct neurologic representation in film. Neurocinema: When Film Meets
Neurology is a collection of film essays that summarize the portrayal of major
neurologic syndromes and clinical signs in cinema. Many films approach the reality of
disease quite closely, and as a result, are deeply moving and memorable. Equally
important, these films say as much about consequences as they say about the
disorder. Therefore, the main themes include sudden confrontation with a major
neurologic illness, disability from chronic neurologic disease, and failure to lead a
normal life. More than 100 fiction films and documentaries are discussed in this
completely original and definitive work on how film meets neurology. The book includes
nearly 50 neurology topics, explains them, and places them in a broader context. The
book is accessible for all health care workers and general readership. Eelco Wijdicks is
a professor of neurology at the Mayo Clinic College of Medicine. He is the chair of the
Division of Critical Care Neurology and an attending neurointensivist at Mayo Clinic
Hospital, Saint Marys Campus. He has written numerous books and scientific articles
on the clinical practice of neurocritical care. He is enamored with cinema and
neurologic representation in fiction and documentary films. Dr. Wijdicks has written film
reviews for Neurology Today and THE LANCET Neurology. He is the author of a major
publication on the portrayal of coma in film and its potential effect on the viewing public.

'My' Self on Camera is the first book to explore first person narrative
documentary in China's post-Mao era. Since the emergence of the individual as
an ever more important social figure in China, this mode of independent
filmmaking and cultural practice has become increasingly significant. Combining
the approach of cultural ethnography, interviews, and textual analysis of selected
films, this study examines the motivations, key aesthetic features and ethical
tensions of presenting the self on camera, as well as the socio-political, cultural
and technical conditions surrounding its practice. This book problematises how
the sense of self and subjectivities are understood in contemporary China, and
provides illuminating new insights on the changing notion of the individual
through cinema.
An engaging read on independent documentary filmmaking in India
This book is the first to bring together the most important material by and on the
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documentary film movement which has laid the foundations of British national film
culture. It includes generous selections from the work of John Grierson as well as
writings by Paul Rotha, Humphrey Jennings, Alberto Cavalcanti and Basil Wright.
Each section is accompanied by short commentaries. A full introduction
examines the historical development of the documentary film movement between
1927 and 1950, the types of films made by the movement, its relationship to
other British film genres and to contemporary debates on British national cinema.
An accessible, comprehensive and illuminating source book for courses on
Documentary Film and the History of British Cinema.
Powerfully posing questions of ethics, ideology, authorship and form,
documentary film has never been more popular than it is today. Edited by one of
the leading British authorities in the field, The Documentary Film Book is an
essential guide to current thinking on documentary film. In a series of fascinating
essays, key international experts discuss the theory of documentary, outline
current understandings of its history (from pre-Flaherty to the post-Griersonian
world of digital 'i-Docs'), survey documentary production (from Africa to Europe,
and from the Americas to Asia), consider documentaries by marginalised minority
communities, and assess its contribution to other disciplines and arts. Brought
together here in one volume, these scholars offer compelling evidence as to why,
over the last few decades, documentary has come to the centre of screen
studies.
American Ethnographic Film and Personal Documentary is a critical history of
American filmmakers crucial to the development of ethnographic film and
personal documentary. The Boston and Cambridge area is notable for nurturing
these approaches to documentary film via institutions such as the MIT Film
Section and the Film Study Center, the Carpenter Center and the Visual and
Environmental Studies Department at Harvard. Scott MacDonald uses
pragmatism’s focus on empirical experience as a basis for measuring the
groundbreaking achievements of such influential filmmakers as John Marshall,
Robert Gardner, Timothy Asch, Ed Pincus, Miriam Weinstein, Alfred Guzzetti,
Ross McElwee, Robb Moss, Nina Davenport, Steve Ascher and Jeanne Jordan,
Michel Negroponte, John Gianvito, Alexander Olch, Amie Siegel, Ilisa Barbash,
and Lucien Castaing-Taylor. By exploring the cinematic, personal, and
professional relationships between these accomplished filmmakers, MacDonald
shows how a pioneering, engaged, and uniquely cosmopolitan approach to
documentary developed over the past half century.
As a central component of contemporary culture, films mirror and shape political
debate. Reflecting on this development, scholars in the field of International
Relations (IR) increasingly explore the intersection of TV series, fiction film and
global politics. So far, however, virtually no systematic scholarly attention has
been given to documentary film within IR. This book fills this void by offering a
critical companion to the subject aimed at assisting students, teachers and
scholars of IR in understanding and assessing the various ways in which
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documentary films matter in global politics. The authors of this volume argue that
much can be gained if we do not just think of documentaries as a window on or
intervention in reality, but as a political epistemology that – like theories – involve
particular postures, strategies and methodologies towards the world to which
they provide access. This work will be of great interest to students and scholars
of international relations, popular culture and world politics and media studies
alike.
Rosenthal notes that docudrama wields more influence than the documentary
and that ""reality-based stories taken from topical journalism are the most popular
drama genre on US and British television today"". This collection of essays
addresses the dominant questions and controversies of the genre.
Literary and filmic depictions of the disabled reinforce an "ableist" ideology that
classifies bodies as normal or abnormal--positive or negative. Disabled
characters are often represented as aberrant or evil and are isolated or
incarcerated. This book examines language in film, fiction and other media that
perpetuates the representation of the disabled as abnormal or problematic. The
author looks at depictions of disability--both disparaging and amusing--and
discusses disability theory as a framework for reconsidering "normal" and
"abnormal" bodies.
(back cover) Documentary films produced for TV, DVD, and movie theater distribution
employ more filmmakers than any other genre, and are a popular career choice for
beginners. Thanks to user-friendly equipment available today, you can get started in
this burgeoning field even if you don't have a film-school background. â?¢ This book
shows how you can begin making documentary movies--from researching and defining
your theme, style, and the treatment that gives your film coherence, to organizing the
production, and ultimately, getting it seen by a wider audience. â?¢ You will learn all the
fundamentals: the essential equipment you must buy or rent for shooting and editing;
the journalistic and production know-how for identifying interview subjects and locations
and getting them on camera; the cinematic and editing skills that bring your material
together for maximum impact; and the ability to find those key shots that will make your
film a success. Kevin J. Lindenmuth has worked in the film/television business for over
25 years, both in New York City and the Detroit Metro area. In the course of his career
he has produced over a dozen independent features that have been distributed
worldwide and seven documentaries, most of the latter broadcast nationally on PBS. In
addition to writing for several film-oriented magazines and websites, he has written two
previous books on independent filmmaking.
This is a fully international reference work on the history of the documentary film from
the Lumiere brothers' Workers Leaving the Lumiere Factory (1885) to Michael Moore's
Fahrenheit 911 (2004). Previously published in three volumes, entries have been edited
and updated for the new, concise edition and three new entries have been added on:
India, China and Africa. Bringing together all aspects of documentary film, this edition
provides an invaluable resource for both scholars and students. With film stills from key
films, this resource provides the decisive entry point into the history of an art form.
Kurt Cobain, legendary lead singer, guitarist, and songwriter of Nirvana, “the flagship
band of Generation X,” remains an object of reverence and fascination for music fans.
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For the first time, his story will be told in Brett Morgen’s Kurt Cobain: Montage of Heck,
a fully authorized feature documentary that in 2015 will be released theatrically around
the world by Universal Pictures and shown exclusively by HBO in the United States.
Brett Morgen, the Oscar®-nominated filmmaker behind acclaimed documentaries—such
as the HBO presentation Crossfire Hurricane, which celebrated the fiftieth anniversary
of the Rolling Stones, and The Kid Stays in the Picture—is writer, director, and producer
of Kurt Cobain: Montage of Heck. Visual artist Frances Bean Cobain, Cobain’s
daughter, is executive producer. This riveting book will accompany Morgen’s highly
anticipated documentary and delve further into the material created for the film,
presenting an illuminating and honest portrait of the Nirvana frontman that captures the
contradictions that made up his character. The book is composed of the extended
versions of the exclusive interviews featured in the film. The book will also showcase
the film’s incredible visuals with a mixture of animation stills, rare photography, and
other treasures from Kurt Cobain’s personal archive. Director Brett Morgen will also
offer his personal thoughts on the creation of the film and the need to shatter the
mythos that surrounds Cobain. Taking fans into and beyond Morgen’s movie with
unparalleled insight into the world of the late Nirvana frontman, this book will be the
perfect complement to a milestone documentary that will forever change the way fans
view Kurt Cobain.
This history of documentary film concentrates mainly on the output of the film industries
in the US, the UK and Canada. The authors outline the origins of the form and trace its
development over the next several decades. Each chapter concludes with a list of the
key documentaries in that time period or genre.
Presents a history of the documentary film
This book maps a hundred years of documentary film practices in India. It demonstrates
that in order to study the development of a film practice, it is necessary to go beyond
the classic analysis of films and filmmakers and focus on the discourses created around
and about the practice in question. The book navigates different historical moments of
the growth of documentary filmmaking in India from the colonial period to the present
day. In the process, it touches upon questions concerning practices and discourses
about colonial films, postcolonial institutions, independent films, filmmakers and
filmmaking, the influence of feminism and the articulation of concepts of performance
and performativity in various films practices. It also reflects on the centrality of
technological change in different historical moments and that of film festivals and film
screenings across time and space. Grounded in anthropological fieldwork and archival
research and adopting Foucault’s concept of ‘effective history’, this work searches for
points of origin that creates ruptures and deviations taking distance from conventional
ways of writing film histories. Rather than presenting a univocal set of arguments and
conclusions about changes or new developments of film techniques, the originality of
the book is in offering an open structure (or an open archive) to enable the reader to
engage with mechanisms of creation, engagement and participation in film and art
practices at large. In adopting this form, the book conceptualises ‘Anthropology’ as
also an art practice, interested, through its theoretico-methodological approach, in
creating an open archive of engagement rather than a representation of a distant
‘other’. Similarly, documentary filmmaking in India is seen as primarily a process of
creation based on engagement and participation rather than a practice interested in
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representing an objective reality. Proposing an innovative way of perceiving the growth
of the documentary film genre in the subcontinent, this book will be of interest to film
historians and specialists in Indian cinema(s) as well as academics in the field of
anthropology of art, media and visual practices and Asian media studies.
This aims to show how media critics and historians have written about history as
portrayed in cinema and television by historical films and documentaries, focusing on
what it means to "read" films historically and the colonial experience as shown in postcolonial film.
This book is about the Documentaries and Short Films, that seek to inform, educate,
enlighten and also entertain.
Since 1999, South Korean films have dominated roughly 40 to 60 percent of the Korean
domestic box-office, matching or even surpassing Hollywood films in popularity. Why is this,
and how did it come about? In Unexpected Alliances, Young-a Park seeks to answer these
questions by exploring the cultural and institutional roots of the Korean film industry's
phenomenal success in the context of Korea's political transition in the late 1990s and early
2000s. The book investigates the unprecedented interplay between independent filmmakers,
the state, and the mainstream film industry under the post-authoritarian administrations of Kim
Dae Jung (1998–2003) and Roh Moo Hyun (2003–2008), and shows how these alliances were
critical in the making of today's Korean film industry. During South Korea's post-authoritarian
reform era, independent filmmakers with activist backgrounds were able to mobilize and
transform themselves into important players in state cultural institutions and in negotiations
with the purveyors of capital. Instead of simply labeling the alliances "selling out" or "cooptation," this book explores the new spaces, institutions, and conversations which emerged
and shows how independent filmmakers played a key role in national protests against trade
liberalization, actively contributing to the creation of the very idea of a "Korean national
cinema" worthy of protection. Independent filmmakers changed not only the film institutions
and policies but the ways in which people produce, consume, and think about film in South
Korea.
'The Story of Film' is the most accessible and compelling history of the medium yet published.
Film critic, producer and presenter, Mark Cousins shows how film-makers are influenced both
by the historical events of their times, and by each other. He demonstrates, for example, how
Douglas Sirk’s Hollywood melodramas of the 1950s influenced Rainer Werner Fassbinder’s
despairing visions of 1970s Germany; and how George Lucas’ Star Wars epics grew out of
Akira Kurosawa’s The Hidden Fortress. 'The Story of Film' is divided into three main epochs:
Silent (1885–1928), Sound (1928–1990) and Digitial (1990-Present), and within this structure
films are discussed within chapters reflecting both the stylistic concerns of the film-makers and
the political and social themes of the time. Film is an international medium, so as well as
covering the great American films and film-makers, the book explores cinema in Europe,
Africa, Asia, Australasia and South America, and shows how cinematic ideas and techniques
cross national boundaries. Avoiding jargon and obscure critical theory, the author constantly
places himself in the role of the moviegoer watching a film, and asks: ‘How does a scene or a
story affect us, and why?’ In so doing he gets to the heart of cinematic technique, explaining
how film-makers use lighting, framing, focal length and editing to create their effects. Clearly
written, and illustrated with over 400 stills, including numerous sequences explaining how
scenes work, "The Story of Film" is essential reading for both film students and the general
moviegoer.
Beginning with an overview of the central issues of documentary filmmaking—its definitions and
purposes, its forms and founders—Aufderheide focuses on several of its key subgenres,
including public affairs films, government propaganda (particularly the works produced during
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World War II), historical documentaries, and nature films. Her thematic approach allows
readers to enter the subject matter through the kinds of films that first attracted them to
documentaries, and it permits her to make connections between eras, as well as revealing the
ongoing nature of documentary's core controversies involving objectivity, advocacy, and bias.
"What issues, of both form and content, shape the documentary film? What role does visual
evidence play in relation to a documentary's arguments about the world in which we live? Can
a documentary be believed, and why or why not? How do documentaries abide by or subvert
ethical expectations? Are mockumentaries a form of subversion? In what ways can the
documentary be an aesthetic experience and at the same time have political or social impact?
And how can such impacts be empirically measured? Pioneering film scholar Bill Nichols
investigates the ways in which documentaries strive for accuracy and truthfulness, but
simultaneously fabricate a form that shapes reality. Such films may rely on re-enactment to recreate the past, storytelling to provide satisfying narratives, and rhetorical figures such as
metaphor and expressive forms such as irony to make a point. In many ways documentaries
are a fiction unlike any other. With clarity and passion, Nichols offers close readings of several
provocative documentaries including Land without Bread, Restrepo, The Thin Blue Line, The
Act of Killing, and Steve Jobs: The Man in the Machine as part of an authoritative examination
of the layered approaches and delicate ethical balance demanded of documentary
filmmakers"--Provided by publisher.
Originally published in 1994, this important book traces the rise of film propaganda in the 20th
Century, discussing specifically how film can be used to manipulate public perception and
opinions. Two distinct areas are covered: war propaganda, including feature and documentary
films regarding warfare; and civilian propaganda, including films that address a variety of
political subjects. Although the focus is American film and American politics, this book offers
insights for all those interested in the affect of film on the minds of citizens of any country or
state.
Documentary Editing offers clear and detailed strategies for tackling every stage of the
documentary editing process, from organizing raw footage and building select reels to fine
cutting and final export. Written by a Sundance award winning documentary editor with a
dozen features to his credit and containing examples from over 100 films, this book presents a
step-by-step guide for how to turn seemingly-shapeless footage into focused scenes, and how
to craft a structure for a documentary of any length. The book contains insights and examples
from seven of America's top documentary editors, including Geoffrey Richman (The Cove,
Sicko), Kate Amend (The Keepers, Into the Arms of Strangers), and Mary Lampson (Harlan
County U.S.A.), and a companion website contains easy-to-follow video tutorials. Written for
both practitioners and enthusiasts, Documentary Editing offers a unique and invaluable insight
into the documentary editing process.
The Conscience of Cinema is not only a history of a rich and varied personal oeuvre by a
prolific documentary maker who worked on every continent and through seven decades, from
the 1920s to the 1980s: it is also the history of the aspiration to use documentary film to
change the world by a committed leftist, as well as a microcosmic history of documentary form,
technology and culture, and its place within world cinema as a whole throughout the twentieth
century. Ivens worked in almost every genre of documentary, including the essay, compilation,
hybrid dramatization, direct cinema, social observation, the solidarity film, socialist realism, and
agitprop activism. In this book, detailed filmic analysis is enriched by a profound historical
understanding of the contexts in which Ivens carried out his vision, from his native Netherlands
to the Soviet bloc, USA, France, Latin America, Vietnam, and finally China. Everywhere, Joris
Ivens left an indelible artistic and political mark, critically relevant to a 21st century in which
documentary has reclaimed its cultural and political centrality.
"For me, working in documentary implies a commitment that one wants to change the world for
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the better. That says it all."--Alan Rosenthal An international documentary filmmaker with more
than 60 films to his credit including the Peabody Award winner "Out of the Ashes," Rosenthal
has written the first book to address the realities facing a documentary filmmaker. Rather than
dealing with theory or hardware, this book tackles the day-to-day problems of the documentary
filmmaker from initial concept through distribution. Rosenthal explains in a down-to-earth
manner how to approach, create, write, and direct the "new" documentary He emphasizes the
research and writing of documentaries, from approach and structure through interviewing,
narration writing, and the complexities of editing. The organization of the book follows the
process of making a film. Part 1 discusses ideas, research, and script structure; parts 2 and 3
go over preproduction and production; part 4 explores film editing and narration writing; part 5
discusses distinctive film styles; and the concluding chapter offers a perspective on the entire
filmmaking process.

A New History of Documentary Film, Second Edition offers a much-needed resource,
considering the very rapid changes taking place within documentary media. Building
upon the best-selling 2005 edition, Betsy McLane keeps the same chronological
examination, factual reliability, ease of use and accessible prose style as before, while
also weaving three new threads - Experimental Documentary, Visual Anthropology and
Environmental/Nature Films - into the discussion. She provides emphasis on archival
and preservation history, present practices, and future needs for documentaries. Along
with preservation information, specific problems of copyright and fair use, as they relate
to documentary, are considered. Finally, A History of Documentary Film retains and
updates the recommended readings and important films and the end of each chapter
from the first edition, including the bibliography and appendices. Impossible to talk
learnedly about documentary film without an audio-visual component, a companion
website will increase its depth of information and overall usefulness to students,
teachers and film enthusiasts.
In a new edition of this popular guidebook, filmmakers Alan Rosenthal and Ned
Eckhardt show readers how to utilize the latest innovations in equipment, technologies,
and production techniques for success in the digital, web-based world of documentary
film. All twenty-four chapters of the volume have been revised to reflect the latest
advances in documentary filmmaking. Rosenthal and Eckhardt discuss the myriad ways
in which technological changes have impacted the creation process of documentary
films, including how these evolving technologies both complicate and enrich filmmaking
today. The book provides crucial insights for the filmmaker from the film’s conception to
distribution of the finished film. Topics include creating dynamic proposals, writing
narration, and navigating the murky world of contracts. Also included are many practical
tips for first-time filmmakers. To provide context and to illustrate techniques, Rosenthal
and Eckhardt reference more than one hundred documentaries in detail. A new
appendix, “Using the Web and Social Media to Prepare for Your Career,” guides
filmmakers through the process of leveraging social media and crowdsourcing for
success in filmmaking, fund-raising, and promotion. A day-to-day field manual packed
with invaluable lessons, this volume is essential reading for both novice and
experienced documentary filmmakers.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from
Wikipedia or other free sources online. Commentary (films not included). Pages: 23.
Chapters: Hearts and Minds, The Fog of War, Stolen Honor, Investigation of a Flame,
Oh, Saigon, This Hour Has Seven Days, Battlefield, The Anderson Platoon, Winter
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Soldier, Unfinished Symphony, Going Upriver, Sir! No Sir!, Virtual JFK, Vietnam: The
Ten Thousand Day War, Little Dieter Needs to Fly, In the Shadow of the Blade, The
Most Dangerous Man in America: Daniel Ellsberg and the Pentagon Papers, In the
Year of the Pig, Gene Boy Came Home, Dear America: Letters Home from Vietnam,
The Uncounted Enemy, Vietnam, Long Time Coming, The War at Home, Bomb
Harvest, Enemy Image, The Camden 28, A Touch of Home: The Vietnam War's Red
Cross Girls, Street Scenes, Far from Vietnam, Witness to War: Dr. Charlie Clements,
Interviews with My Lai Veterans, Regret to Inform, Between the Lines, 17th Parallel:
Vietnam in War, Return with Honor, The World of Charlie Company, The Wall That
Heals. Excerpt: Hearts and Minds is a 1974 American documentary film about the
Vietnam War directed by Peter Davis. The film's title is based on a quote from
President Lyndon B. Johnson: "the ultimate victory will depend on the hearts and minds
of the people who actually live out there." The movie was chosen as Academy Award
for Best Documentary Feature at the 47th Academy Awards presented in 1975. The
film premiered at the 1974 Cannes Film Festival. Commercial distribution was delayed
in the United States due to legal issues, including a temporary restraining order
obtained by one of the interviewees, former National Security Advisor Walt Rostow who
had claimed through his attorney that the film was "somewhat misleading" and "not
representative" and that he had not been given the opportunity to approve the results of
his interview. After Columbia Pictures refused to distribute the picture, Bert Schneider
and Henry Jaglom...
This comprehensive manual has inspired tens of thousands of readers worldwide to
realize their artistic vision and produce well-constructed films. Filled with practical
advice on every stage of production, this is the book you will return to throughout your
career. Directing covers the methods, technologies, thought processes, and judgments
that a director must use throughout the fascinating process of making a film. It
emphasizes low-cost digital technology, which allows cutting-edge creativity and
professionalism on shoestring budgets. And, recognizing that you learn best by doing,
the book includes dozens of practical hands-on projects and activities to help you
master technical and conceptual skills. Just as important as surmounting technological
hurdles is the conceptual and authorial side of filmmaking. This book provides an
unusually clear view of the artistic process, particularly in working with actors. It offers
eminently practical tools and exercises to help you develop credible and compelling
stories with your cast, hone your narrative skills, and develop your artistic identity. This
book shows you how to surpass mere technical proficiency and become a storyteller
with a distinctive voice and style. The companion web site includes teaching notes,
hands-on exercises, checklists, and useful forms and questionnaires. * Updated and
revised edition of the bestselling, most comprehensive guide to the technical and
creative aspects of film directing: a complete education in a book * Loaded with
practical exercises and immersive projects, with a companion website featuring
teaching notes, hands-on exercises, checklists, and useful forms and questionnaires *
Expanded sections on pre-production, lenses, the emotional and tonal implications of
shot size, composition, perspective, visual and sound proximity, and screencraft--the
core of the director's art * Completely updated and expanded film examples and
references, including classics, recent indie films, and foreign films
India Retold: Dialogues with Independent Documentary Filmmakers in India is an
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attempt to situate and historicize the engagement of independent documentary
filmmakers with the postcolonial India and its discourses with a focus on their
independent documentary practices. Structured as an interview collection, the book
examines how these documentary filmmakers, though not a homogeneous category,
practice their independence through their ideology, their filmmaking praxis, their
engagement with the everyday and their formal experiments. As a sparsely studied
filmmakers, the book through meticulously tracing a wide ranging historical transitions
(often marked by communal conflicts and the forces of globalization) not only details the
ways in which independent filmmakers in India address the questions of postcolonial
nation and its modernist projects but also explores their idiosyncratic views of these
filmmakers which are characterized by a definitive departure from the logic of
commercial films or state-sponsored documentary films. More important in many ways,
these documentary filmmakers expose incongruences in national institutions and
programs, embrace the voice of the underrepresented, and thus, imagine an alternative
vision of the nation. During the last three years of the execution of the project, thirty
Indian documentary filmmakers are interviewed in this book. Given the dearth of quality
interviews and little theoretical engagement with documentary as a genre, this book
would not only fill in the gap in scholarship but also would serve as an authentic guide
for interested readers and for documentary filmmakers alike.
This book brings together the literature of urban sociology and film studies to explore
new analytical and theoretical approaches to the relationship between cinema and the
city, and to show how these impact on the realities of life in urban societies.
Contemporary Documentary offers a rich survey of the rapidly expanding landscape of
documentary film, television, video, and new media. The collection of original essays
addresses the emerging forms, popular genres, and innovative approaches of the
digital era. The anthology highlights geographically and thematically diverse examples
of documentaries that have expanded the scope and impact of non-fiction cinema and
captured the attention of global audiences over the past three decades. It also explores
the experience of documentary today, with its changing dynamics of production,
collaboration, distribution, and exhibition, and its renewed political and cultural
relevance. The twelve chapters - featuring engaging case studies and written from a
wide range of perspectives including film theory, social theory, ethics, new media, and
experience design - invite students to think critically about documentary as a vibrant
field, unrestricted in its imagination and quick in its response to new forms of
filmmaking. Offering a methodical exploration of the expansive reach of documentary
as a creative force in the media and society of the twenty-first century, Contemporary
Documentary is an ideal collection for students of film, media, and communication who
are studying documentary film.
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